ACTIVE NETWORK MANAGEMENT SCHEME FOR REACTIVE POWER CONTROL
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ABSTRACT

In the future new options to provide needed technical ancillary services locally and system-wide by distributed energy resources (DER) are needed. One ancillary service which DER could provide is the reactive power management when microgrid is operated in utility grid-connected mode. In this paper different requirements for reactive power flow between distribution and transmission grids were considered in Sundom Smart Grid (SSG) and the measured data from SSG was used for developing a concept for reactive power management. Based on these different requirements “Future Reactive Power Window” was formulated for SSG which was the basis for control scheme formulation. The simulations showed that coordinated reactive power management scheme across different voltage levels by utilizing control of distributed generation could be very beneficial to the voltage support ancillary service.

INTRODUCTION

Due to extensive integration of distributed generation (DG) units different options to provide needed technical ancillary services locally and system-wide are needed in future Smart Grids. Solutions for the coordinated management of ancillary services across different voltage levels and for the benefit of different stakeholders has yet to be studied [1]–[3]. Sundom Smart Grid, Innovation Cell Finland in DeCAS project1, offers a novel platform for the development of ancillary service solutions for future grids across different voltage levels.

Different requirements for reactive power flow have been studied in this paper. EU sets grid code requirements. Further local transmission system operator (TSO), Fingrid set requirements for reactive power flow by “Reactive Power Window”. In addition, reliable and islanding detection and possibility to make stable transition to island operation set requirements for control of reactive power flow.

Reactive power flow across different voltage levels was studied in this paper. First the SSG and the requirements for the reactive power management are presented. Thereafter the simulation model is described and the study cases are presented. Finally, conclusions and future research questions are presented.

SUNDOM SMART GRID

Sundom Smart Grid is the innovation cell of Finland in DeCAS project. Sundom Smart Grid is a pilot living lab of ABB, Vaasan Sähköverkko (Distribution System Operator, DSO), Elisa (communications) and University of Vaasa [4]. The overview of the system is presented in Figure 1. Real-time measurements are gathered from the MV distribution network on-line, from all four feeders at one HV/MV substation as well as from three MV/LV sub-stations. There is 20 measurement points totally in Sundom Smart Grid. The measured data is IEC61850 stream (IEEE1588 time synchronized, IEC61850-9-2) with current and voltage measurements. The sampling is 80 samples per a cycle, which is 4000 samples/s. In addition power, frequency, RMS voltages, currents etc. measurements comes by GOOSE messages. Measured data is collected to servers to provide data also for future research themes. In this project the data was received and utilised via Grafana web interface developed by Jubic. The data attributes downloaded were instMag.f (GOOSE-type) from the selected measurement points.

1 This work was carried out in Demonstration of Coordinated Ancillary Services (DeCAS) research project coordinated by (http://www.decas-project.eu). This project has received funding in the framework of the joint programming initiative ERA-Net Smart Grids Plus, with support from the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program.
PRINCIPLES FOR REACTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT OF FUTURE SUNDOM SMART GRID

Reactive power management for SSG should be observed by the present conditions set by Finnish TSO, Fingrid, which entered into force beginning of 2017. Reactive power window gives the limits for the hourly consumed or produced reactive power regarding to consumed or produced active power \((Q_i, P_i)\) without fees. Exceeding points \((Q_m, P_m)\) are billed, which is illustrated in Figure 2.[5]

![Fig. 2. Fingrid’s reactive power window. Applied from [5].](image)

In future, when considering microgrids the requirements for reliable islanding detection should be taken in account. Active and reactive power flows should be managed the way they don’t reach Non Detecting Zone (NDZ). On the same principle a zone for stable transition to intended island operation has to be adopted. [6] – [8]

In addition, if the requirements for new installations need to be considered, the Network Code of Demand Connection sets requirements of reactive power management for the transmission connected distribution systems. Reactive power should not exceed 48 % of maximum capacity to import or export of active power \((P_{\text{max}})\). TSO may also require that it is not allowed to export reactive power in the situation where reactive power import is below \(0.25P_{\text{max}}\). [9]

Figure 3 presents and combines TSO and microgrid requirements as active and reactive power operation limits for future SSG, also the EU requirements for demand connection are illustrated on the background. Limits for the maximum active power is based on the measured data the year 2016, when \(P_{\text{max,import}}\) was 8.3 MW and \(P_{\text{max,export}}\) was 1.975 MW. Limits a for reliable islanding detection as well as limit b for stable transition to island operation was implemented based on simulations [10].

![Fig. 3. Active and reactive power operation limits for future SSG.](image)

SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model of SSG was created with Matlab/SimscapePowerSystems. The model is developed from “One-Year Simulation in One Minute” model [11], which simulates one year \(P\) and \(Q\) flow based on hourly data. The main grid was modelled as a three-phase source with phase-to-phase voltage of 134.585 kV (the highest voltage based on primary transformer tap positions). \(U_n\) of the primary transformer was 117/21 kV and \(S_n\) was 16 MVA. On load tap changer (OLTC) was not modelled because using an OLTC model of a transformer caused the simulation speed to slow down too much.

Four feeders were modelled, where three of them J06, J07 and J09 load profiles were generated from the real system measurements. The data was diffused and available only for some months, so the consumption data model was generated based on the data in May 2017 and using “Typical load profiles” (TLP) [12] to extend it for the whole year. One feeder, J08, was solely for 3.6 MW wind turbine. The wind turbine was 3.6 MW PMG synchronous generator type and the converter was a full power IGCT type [13]. Wind data was generated by combining data from Klemettilä weather station [14] near Sundom and data available from Tuuliatlas [15].

One distribution transformer TR4318 and its LV network were modelled including a 33.6 kWp PV system. Solar irradiation data was generated from classic database of Photovoltaic Geographical Information System (PVGIS) [16], which was obtained hourly profiles of solar irradiance estimates on a fixed plane \([W/m^2]\).
STUDY CASES

**In Basic Case** the present situation of the reactive power flow in the Sundom Smart Grid was presented. Power factor of the WG converter was set 0.97\text{\textsubscript{lag}} based on the measurements May 2017. The reactive power window at TSO (110 kV) side is presented in Fig. 4. The “reactive power window” at DSO (21 kV) side was ~ 70 kVAR more consuming because of the effect of the primary transformer inductance.

![Fig. 4. Reactive power window at 110 kV side in Basic Case.](image)

**In Microgrid Case** the TSO’s requirements of reactive power window and in addition, NDZ requirement of $Q \pm 50$ kVAR to enable islanding detection was studied. In this case the idea was to develop a control algorithm for wind turbine converter. The developed algorithm is presented in Fig. 5. The action was check if $(Q_i, P_i)$ were out of the window at the primary transformer primary side or in the NDZ area at the primary transformer secondary side. If the point was out of the window, the algorithm drove $Q_{set} = \pm 50$ kVAR depending on the direction. If the point was in the NZD, the algorithm drove $Q_{set} = Q_i \pm 50$ kVAR depending on the direction of $Q_i$. If the point was inside the window and out of NDZ no control action was done. The reactive power window is presented in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5. Control algorithm for reactive power control in Microgrid Case.](image)

Fig. 6. Reactive power window in Microgrid Case.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the simulations the reactive power management in SSG could be implemented by controlling the converter of the WG unit. In future when cabling degree will increase the adequacy of the converter reactive power consumption capability should be investigated. In addition if the amount of photovoltaics (PV) would increase, the possibility to utilize PV inverters for reactive power management should be studied.

Considering the requirements for microgrids and the reliable islanding detection by reactive power management, the control algorithm for reactive power of the WG converter was developed. In addition the means of active power control should be studied, which could be developed by means of an energy storage system, by demand response actions or by limiting distributed power generation.

The simulation model can be developed further for the future studies. By implementing one year measured data (consumption and power generation) to the model more accurate model would be obtained. For control studies of the technical ancillary services a shorter period of time with the measured data could be implemented.
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